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Painting requires preparing floors with processes 
such as bead blasting or acid etching. While it is 
a necessary step for the paint to be able to bite 
into the surface of the concrete, these processes 
damage the concrete. Operations must shut 
down to accommodate the long hours of paint 
application and dry time. And then, when painted 
lines are subjected to heavy traffic such as 
forklifts, the rate at which the markings deteriorate 
is disappointingly rapid.

Our e-commerce website, Stop-painting.com, 
encourages people to question if painting is 
the best way to mark floors. OSHA requires 
pedestrian aisleways to be clearly marked, and 
any company that wants to be efficient is also 
going to mark floors for organizational and safety 
purposes. The question is, which method of floor 
marking makes good business sense over time? 

To answer this question, companies have to 
spend considerable time digging out costs that 
are hidden in the various categories of their 
budgets or between the line item details of a 
contractor’s quote. The truth is, when you ask 
most companies how much they spend keeping 
their floor markings maintained, they rarely can 
give a straight answer. 

Using the patented Superior Mark™ floor marking 
system translates into consistently visible lines, 
more of the time. Paint fades quickly and is 
difficult, time consuming and costly to maintain or 
simply “freshen up.” 

With Superior Mark, if a section becomes worn 
or damaged due to heavy traffic, a fresh piece 
of tape can be spliced and inserted in minutes 
without major disruptions to facility operations.   
Superior Mark™ is also easy to remove, making 
changes in layout simple.

Grinding away paint can be costly and time consuming. It also can permanently damage floors.

Painting results in closed aisleways, creating an area that workers are unable to access. With 
Superior Mark™ floor tape, aisleways re-open immediately after installation.

The flexibility of using Superior Mark tape is 
appealing to our customers, who often have last 
minute notice on inspections, audits and important 
visitors. The appearance of the floor has a profound 
effect on the appearance of the entire facility. 

When the floor appears in good order, this reflects 
a sense of organization and efficiency with a 
subconscious impact company-wide on morale. 
Most importantly, it creates a safer workplace. For 
these reasons, our customers greatly value our 
patented floor marking system. Using Superior 
Mark™ means having a great looking and well-
organized floor, every day.

Maybe it’s time to Stop Painting?

Stop painting? Why?
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OUR MISSION
To create a safer, more visible work environment for customers by producing the best, most durable, 
indoor and outdoor marking tapes on the market. Continuous improvement and innovation in our 
products and services are paramount in efforts to meet and exceed our customers’ expectations. 
We put an enormous value on our customers’ feedback. Please let us know how we are doing!

OUR VALUE
Offering increased safety and organization in industrial, warehouse and commercial facilities 
with our patented, self-adhesive marking systems. Achievable through the use of durable, yet 
removable, materials that can be installed and replaced quickly without the labor cost and shut 
down required with alternative systems like painting. 

TEST   A   FREE   SAMPLE   TODAY!
We offer free samples because we 
understand that environments, conditions, 
and even company cultures vary. We want 
you to be confident that our products will solve 
your specific challenges. 

Testing is highly recommended to ensure that 
the product meets and exceeds customers’ 
expectations. Testing also provides valuable 
feedback on product limitations and 
maintenance required during the product’s life 
cycle.   

We believe so strongly in our products’ quality 
that we encourage our customers to perform 
objective performance trials comparing the 
patented Superior Mark™ system against 
any other marking method. 
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Size: Available 
in 2″x100′ or 4″x100′
Thickness: 32 mils
Adhesive: Pressure sensitive 
recessed adhesive
Edges: Beveled for maximum 
durability against heavy traffic
Surface: Smooth, glossy finish that 
resists dirt and is easily cleaned

SUPERIOR  MARK
tm

Installs Fast
Simply pull off our QuickPeel Liner and stick to a clean 
and dry floor. Open to traffic immediately.

Patented Design
Our dual beveled edge design features a recessed 
adhesive system. Made from durable PVC plastic, and 
measuring 32 mils thick, The quality of Superior Mark™ 
is unmatched. 

Easily Removable
To remove Superior Mark™, use a blade to get under 
the edge and break the adhesive’s seal to the floor. 
Once you have enough tape loose, pull with both 
hands. The tape comes up in one piece, without leaving 
residue, eliminating the need for laborious scraping and 
cleaning. 

US 8,883,290B2
Quick Peel Liner

Any color available
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Create Visually Organized Floor Layouts With Flexibility 
With the rise in popularity of organizational systems like Lean and 5S, many companies are realizing 
gains in efficiency from color coding and labeling their workspaces. With Superior Mark™, you can label 
away without committing to a permanent layout. Because it is removable, companies have the freedom 
to practice Continuous Improvement, changing floor layouts to best accommodate their most efficient 
work flows.

Endless Customizable Options
Superior Mark™ can be custom printed with any message, graphics, or even photos! Because it is 
reverse printed, the ink is protected from surface damage. From hazard stripes to bar codes, clearly 
communicate the importance of safety and organization with our crisp prints!

Any print available
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Superior Mark™ Glow is the only beveled edge tape on the 
market that glows in the dark and is also brightly colored in 
the light!

All other glow in the dark floor tapes are that familiar greenish 
off-white color in the light. Our Superior Mark™ Glow tapes 
can be any regular color in the light and still glow in the dark!

This product, like our Superior Mark™, can also be custom 
printed and is available in 2″ and 4″ widths.

Pre-cut strips are an easy 
way to quickly mark exits 
and egress pathways.

Pre-cut pieces feature our 
patented beveled edge 
design and quick peel liner.

Maximize adhesion to the 
floor by using one of our 
Superior Mark™ tamper 
carts. see pg. 14

Use pre-cut kits to create a 
visually appealing workplace 
that communicates safety 
messages clearly.

EGRESS   Marking   KITS
Kits are a great alternative to 
painting. Facility operations can 
resume immediately upon completing 
installation of these kits, which are 
quick and simple to install.

No need for a measuring tape, these 
pre-cut strips are measured for you. 
Door kits are available for 36″, 42″, 
48″, or we can completely customize 
any length in our standard or printed 
Superior Mark™ tape.

LIGHTS ON LIGHTS OFF

OSHA Code: 1910.37; 1910.37(q)(3)
(f)(4);(5) Any doorway or passage that 
might be mistaken for an exit must 
be marked “Not an Exit” or with an 
indication of its actual use.
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ENCOURAGE    OSHA    
COMPLIANCE
With Superior Mark™ Pre-Cut Floor Kits

Electrical Panel Kit Eye Wash Kit Fire Extinguisher Kit

36″

24″

Superior Mark™ pre-cut floor kits include pieces of 
printed floor marking tape to clearly mark various 
items in your warehouse. 

With puzzle-cut corners, you can easily peel 
and stick the pre-cut pieces of the kit to create 
an eye-catching message in minutes.

Current Kits Available:

• Eye Wash Stations
• Electrical Panels
• Fire Extinguishers
• First Aid Kits
• AED Oxygen
We also have completely customizable options 
available. 

Border kits are available in both 2″ and 4″ widths.
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Superior Mark™ Floor Markers are the only floor markers with a 
patented beveled edge.

For areas with heavy traffic, it makes sense to use less material. 
Compared to solid lines, floor markers are easier to replace.

DID   YOU   
KNOW?

Corner markers with rounded 
corners are more susceptible 

to damage than corner markers 
with a 90 degree corner.

FLOOR   MARKERS

X Markers T Markers L Markers

Footprints Arrows Dots
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Superior   mark
tm

   CLEAR
Our label protectors are designed to ensure that 
your floor location labels last longer by featuring 
our patented beveled edge. Use Superior Mark™ 
Clear to protect any label. 

These label protectors are available in strips of 
2″x10″, 4″x10″, 4″x6″ and 100′ rolls.

CUSTOM   PRINTED   LABELS
Superior Mark™ Custom-Printed Labels can be 
printed with endless color options and various bar 
code formats on our patented beveled edge tape.

Our Superior Mark™ labels are printed with a 
proprietary sub-surface method to ensure bar 
codes are not damaged from traffic.

SUPERIOR    MARKTM   ARROW   KITS

Superior Mark™ Arrow Kits are great for 
marking pedestrian aisle ways and forklift 
pathways to comply with OSHA Regulations. 
They are available in all colors and custom-
printing. The measurements for the arrow kits 
are 34″ width x 36″ length on our 4″ Superior 
Mark™ tape.

AGV   LANE   MARKING

AGV lanes must be marked, 
according to the American 
National Standards Institute 
(ANSI). The AGV path markings 
illustrated above are made from 
Superior Mark™ Floor Tape. 
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REUSABLE   CARPET   TAPE   &   SIGNS

Carpet tape can be used to direct foot traffic 
in schools, municipal facilities—any place that 
has a carpeted floor and needs floor markings. 
It is useful in directing foot traffic into queues, 
for example in places like the DMV. Using 
carpet tape is a way to visually communicate 
foot traffic patterns, easing the confusion in 
crowded areas.

Easy to 
reuse! Leaves 

behind no 
residue!

Seven  colors  available
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BACK    OF   HOUSE   RETAIL   SOLUTIONS

$33,000. That’s the fine that OSHA levied 
on a national retail store when inspectors 
discovered a pile of beverage cartons 
blocking one of its store’s back exits. 

Blocked aisleways and exit paths are a serious 
safety hazard and can rack up hefty fines.

There is no guaranteed way to keep OSHA 
at bay, but one thing that can help is to place 
prominent floor markings around exits and 
breaker boxes (as shown above) to serve as a 
constant reminder to staff that these designated 
areas must be kept clear and may not be used 
to store boxes, cartons or other items.

Blocked exits can happen anywhere. If the retail 
store had marked its floors better, it might have 
prevented a $33,000 fine and OSHA citation.
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CrystalCure™ is InSite Solutions’ proprietary floor sign compound that 
allows floor signs to be permanently embedded into concrete floors.

• Durable proprietary coating with
highly visible gloss finish

• Permanently protected from damage

• Best option for high traffic areas

• Completely customizable high
resolution printing

Inlaid   Mesh   SIGNS

CLOSE-UP

• Smooth high gloss top coating that
self cleans

• Proprietary heavy duty rubber
material

• Completely customizable high
resolution printing

• Woven reinforcement increases
durability and makes removal easy

RUBBER   SIGNS

CLOSE-UP

Industrial Floor Signs
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SEE   full   selection   of   Signs   AVailable   online

No Fees, No Minimums, Quick Turnaround

CHOOSE   FROM   PREMADE   SIGNS   OR   CREATE  CUSTOM signs   
Using   our   Online   Tool to SUIT YOUR NEEDS

InSite Solutions, LLC.   1-866-284-1541   www.stop-painting.com

Safe
ty

G
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d Ear Plugs R

equired

1. Pick   Color

2. Add   Text

3. Choose GRAPHIC

4. Add   to   Cart

5. DONE!
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CONTOURED   ANTI-SLIP   TAPE

• Unique ridged pattern to maximize grip

• Highway grade adhesive system

• Great for marking stairwells, doorways and
outdoor use

• Raised edges to increase traction and
prevent slips and falls

• Available in widths of 4″ to 48″

PAINT   REMOVER FLOOR   DEGREASER ADHESIVE   REMOVER

Our adhesive remover is great 
for removing old tape residue 
before applying Superior 
Mark™ to the floor.

Although it’s tough on “old” 
adhesive, it’s easy on the 
environment, as it’s made from 
real soybeans.

This all-purpose floor 
degreaser effectively cleans a 
variety of hard surfaces. 

It will remove dirt, oil, grease 
and grime from concrete, 
metal, asphalt and painted 
walls.

Our all-natural paint remover is 
completely biodegradable and 
can  remove multiple layers of 
paint in a single application. 

It will remove lead-based 
paints, polyurethanes, acrylics, 
sealers and epoxies.

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER
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KAIZEN    CART TAMPER   CART APPLICATOR   CART
Equipped with a pedal 
powered cutting blade, this 
unique device allows you to 
mark and go. Create dash 
marks or solid lines. 

• Removes liner as you apply
tape.

• Laser guide directs user
to install tape in perfect
alignment.

This tamper cart is an essential 
floor marking tool which ensures 
maximum adhesion to the floor. 

Equipped with an 8″ rubber roller 
to help tape conform to uneven 
surfaces.

*Free with the purchase of 75 rolls
of Superior Mark™.
*Customer must purchase 75 rolls of tape before receiving credit 
for free cart. This offer is available to companies located in the 48 
states only. Subject to availability. Other restrictions may apply.

All you need to maintain your floor 
markings is ready in one place. 

Organize your tools and supplies in 
a central location to facilitate daily 
maintenance. 

*Get your Kaizen Cart free, with
the purchase of 75 rolls of Superior
Mark™.
*Customer must purchase 75 rolls of tape before receiving credit 
for free cart. This offer is available to companies located in the 48 
states only. Subject to availability. Other restrictions may apply.

*Tape, and tools not included.

INSTALLATION

Creates 
durable floor 
markings in 

minutes.

SEE IT IN USE ON

youtube.com/InSiteSolutionsLLC

Lay down 100 feet in 5 minutes
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N
TEXTING

WHILE
DRIVING

Glass beads & anti-skid aggregate 
embedded into lead-free paint creates 
high reflectivity that is very durable

Superior pressure-sensitive adhesive 
bonds to road surface through all 
weather conditions

Reinforcement layer 
increases durability

Flexible rubber base 
contains additional 
rubber beads for 
long term reflectivity

With over 75 different types of pavement marking tapes 
and symbols, there are a variety of solutions available 
for every possible application. 

• Widths ranging from 4″ to 48″
• Highly retro-reflective for superior visibility in all

conditions
• Perfect for crosswalks, bike lanes, parking lots, and

more
• Easy installation, can be applied by hand
• Marked pavement can be open to traffic immediately

TAPES AND SIGNS
PAVEMENT MARKING

CONTRAST TAPE
Best used to mark lines 
on highways, interstate 
systems, and loading 
dock areas for trucks 
and service vehicles
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SPEED   BUMPS
• Speed bumps are designed to reduce

speed to less than 20 mph.

• Permanent—A wide variety is offered
on our site that can be used in multiple
settings and require minimum installation.

• Removable—Includes all the benefits of
permanent speed bumps, but can be rolled
up and moved from location to location in
seconds.

Removable Options Also Available

RUMBLE   STRIPS
• Most convenient form of traffic calming

used today with a tactile vibration and
audible rumbling.

• Create a visual, audible and physical alert
to drivers in traffic areas.

• Ideal for use in school zones, airport pick-
up and drop-off zones, hospitals, and
pedestrian areas.

Delineator   posts
• Delineators increase safety by controlling

traffic patterns in parking lots, airports,
hospitals and intersections.

• We offer flexible delineator posts with a
variety of sizes and color options.

• Lightweight, easy to set up and relocate.

• Designed for maximum visibility, quick
setup and low maintenance.

Re-Bounder Flexible 
Traffic Delineator Post

  Grab StaySafe Wide 
Body Delineator

EZ Grab StaySafe
Delineator Post

Easy 
quick peel 
and stick 

application
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Liquid   Superior   mark
TM

• Hybrid nano lithium traffic marking and
safety paint

• Designed for use as traffic marking paint
for concrete or asphalt

• Can be used both indoors and outdoors

• Colors available are clear, red, yellow,
white, black and blue

• Available in 1, 5 and 55 gallons

ROAD   REFLECTORS   &   
BOTT's DOTS
• Road reflectors and Bott’s Dots are used

for traffic control and safety

• Reflectors come in a variety of colors and
application can be permanent or temporary

• We offer a variety of installation options
which include butyl pads, bituminous
adhesive or epoxy

Floor  &  PAVEMENT   STENCILS
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SUPERIOR   MARK
TM

  IS   GREAT   FOR   5S  &   LEAN

Giving everything a designated “home” that is 
clearly marked will help ensure that items are 
returned to their proper location.

Always use a removable marking solution, to 
give you the flexibility to change your layout in 
the future. 

GO  BEYOND 
STANDARD  COLORS 

BY  USING  PHOTOS 
AND  GRAPHICS  IN 

SIGNAGE.
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WORKPLACE   LABELS
OSHA’s HazCom Standard HAS changed, are 
you compliant?

Did you know that HAZCOM violations are currently the 
number 1 OSHA citation written against employers in 
the US? Our simple and proprietary GHS Secondary 
Container Labeling System meets OSHA’s new 
workplace labeling requirements and offers a safe and 
efficient way to label secondary chemicals. Our label 
helps to eliminate the confusion that can occur when 
employees migrate chemicals from a primary container 
to a secondary workplace container.

If you were inspected by OSHA today, would your 
operation’s Hazard Communication program get you 
fined? Our label and our written Hazard Communication 
program is OSHA compliant and will help meet the 
June 2016 requirement. Act now and you will receive a 
written Hazcom safety program template you can easily 
customize for your organization.

Original Label Secondary Label

re
v.

 2
/2

01
6

HEALTH FIRE

REACTIVITY SPECIAL INFO

HAZARD STATEMENTS: 
CAN REACT WITH ACIDS
PROTECT SKIN AND EYES FROM DIRECT 
CONTACT
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
Store in cool, ventilated area.
Keep from children.
Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product. 
Wash hands thoroughly after handling.
PRO CHEM INTERNATIONAL 100 Dixion Dr.
Temple TX 28843
For information on the product See SDS or call 
1800-PRO-CHEM

PRODUCT IDENTIFIER:
PRO CLEAN 200

SIGNAL WORD:

“The enclosed GHS Secondary Label is the subject Copyright Registration VAu 1-184-595, Lowe, all rights 
reserved. Any authorized copying is an infringement of the Federal Copyright rights. The copyright owner has 
the right to pursue statutory damages under 17 USC section 504(c) of up to $150,000 for a willful infringement 
as well as Attorney’s Fees.” “Copiers will be prosecuted.”
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SEE   full   selection   of   DeSigns   AVailable   online

Customize
Our online custom 
sign creator tool 
allows you to create 
signs that are specific 
to your individual 
needs. Choose 
your header, icon 
and message to be 
displayed on the sign.

AVAILABLE  IN:

Self Adhesive

Metal

Aluminum

Magnetic

PVC



1. Pick   Color

2. Add   Text

3. Choose GRAPHIC

4. Add   to   Cart

5. DONE!

CUSTOM TAPE FOR AN EFFICIENT VISUAL WORKPLACE

WWW.MSCFLOORS.COM

s a l e s@ms c f l o o r s . c om


